
introduction. 



the problem 
buildings are responsible for 70% of NYC’s greenhouse gas emissions 

buildings are essential to combating climate change; 
they must become dramatically more: 

efficient comfortable affordable resilient 



the solution 
connecting decision makers with information 

100,000+ building decision 
makers in New York City 

energy efficiency 
solutions  & education + 



what is BEEx? 
a center for excellence dedicated to building energy efficiency 

1. education 
training, events  
& symposia 

2. tools 
reports, case studies  

& campaigns 

3. exhibits 
advanced technology 

& hands-on experiences 



1. education 
diverse programming that informs on energy efficiency   

500 12,000 50 
trainings & events  
in our energy efficiency 
resource center 

building decision makers 
have attended BEEx 

programming 

organizations  
have hosted events 

in our space 



2. tools 
research & initiatives that have real impact 

reports  
that turn data into 
action 

campaigns  
that engage entire 

communities 

case studies 
 with clear, critical 

lessons 

SectionRetrofitting Affordability  be-exchange.org 1June 2015

Report Partners: sustainable
energy

partnerships

 report

Evaluating New York City’s
Multifamily Building Energy
Data for Savings Opportunities

Retrofitting
Affordability



3. exhibits 
hands-on experiences that display advanced technology and inspire action 

fun 
 exhibits are hands-on, 

interactive experiences 

transformative  
exhibits inspire 

action 

educational  
exhibits demystify energy 
efficiency 



case: daylight hour 
an annual campaign that raises awareness & saves energy  

750 offices turn off 
lights for 1 hour 

20 countries 
represented 

10 million people  
on social media 

7600 households 
powered 



case: lighting the future 
an interactive exhibit on advanced lighting control systems 

attracted thousands, 
such as owners, 

consultants & press 

helped to implement 
an advanced lighting 
and controls systems 

created an exhibit 
to educate entire 

industry 

2. guidance  
& inspiration 

3. knowledge 
transfer 

4. educate 
the industry 

1. solve the 
problem 

partnered with 
Goldman Sachs to 
reduce energy use 



the plan 
a center that accommodates our growing community 

increased capacity robust exhibits  living example 

a larger classroom to 
accommodate regularly 
sold out events 

more advanced 
technology, demonstration, 

exhibit space 

a home that leads the 
way as a model of 

efficiency 



Transformational. 

Scalable learning. 

Accelerate adoption. 

Inspiration for innovation. 



Global knowledge network. 

Connected active sharing. 

Expertise and education. 

Independent, local centres. 



New York, USA. 

Wexford, IRL. 

Vancouver, CDN. 

United Nations ECE 
International Centres of Excellence 

…. 



thank you. 



our board 
a strong & diverse board driving our mission   



our plan 
an expanded center to accommodate the growing needs of our community 

main  
classroom* 

exhibit  
room* 

technology 
demonstration 

room* 

board 
room* 

reception/ 
resource room 

meeting room 

office 

*naming opportunities available 



our press  
recognition in the media 





our accolades 
recognition from the industry  

“New York’s future as a center of global innovation will be enhanced by this [Building Energy 
Exchange] Resource Center, which will help to ensure that we are at the forefront of advances in 
application of energy saving technology.” 
 

 Kathryn Wylde, President & CEO, Partnership for New York City 

“Within the next ten years we’re going to retrofit every single public building with any real energy use 
- and we’ll provide private buildings with the support they need to do the same, reducing emissions, 
improving efficiency, generating majors savings, and creating thousands of jobs. The Building Energy 
Exchange will provide key support toward that goal as we take on climate change and ensure a 
greater, greener, New York City.” 
 

 Mayor Bill de Blasio, City of New York  

“The Real Estate Board of New York, representing more than 17,000 owners, managers, developers, 
and brokers of real estate, strongly supports the Building Energy Exchange. The Exchange is a unique 
and timely asset that provides education and a center of excellence for energy efficiency resources 
and technology, where best practices can be shared among our industry and the general public.” 
 

 John Banks, President, Real Estate Board of New York 


